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Two Kangxi Versions of Complete Map of Yellow River and Grand Canal in Overseas Collection

Xi Huidong

Abstract: The two identical versions of Complete Map of Yellow River and Grand Canal (anonymous, undated, handscroll, ink and colour on silk) in the Kyujanggak of Seoul National University and Bibliothèque nationale de France illustrate water conservancy projects on the Yellow River and the Grand Canal during the term of Dong Anguo, Director General of Rivers, in the mid Kangxi reign, Qing dynasty. They give special importance to river projects in the Jiangnan region. The inclusion of both the Yellow River and the Grand Canal within one map is typical for the Ming and early Qing cartography. These two maps are important in the history of Qing dynasty cartography and water conservancy.

Key Words: Complete Map of Yellow River and Grand Canal; Kyujanggak of Seoul National University; Bibliothèque nationale de France; Kangxi reign; Dong Anguo
The document contains an image of a traditional Korean manuscript or painting, possibly depicting a historical scene or map. The text appears to be in Korean script, and the image contains intricate details typical of traditional Korean art, such as landscapes, buildings, and possibly cultural or historical elements.

The text is not legible due to the image quality or the nature of the script, but it seems to be a historical or cultural reference, possibly related to a specific event or period in Korean history.

For a more detailed analysis, a Cooke consultant would need to transcribe the text and provide an accurate translation or interpretation.
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